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ON TEE .,SYMMETRIC.AIIPOTENTIAL ,FLOW OF COMPRESSIBLE
..

FiuID PAST A CIRCULAR OiLINDER IN THE TUNNEL
,,

IN THE SUBCRITICAL ZONE*

By Ernst. Lamla , . .
.,..

..-’

The two-dimensional symmetrical potential flow of
..

compressible fluid past a circular cylinder placed in the
center line of a straight tunnel is analyzed in second
approximation according to the Jansen-Rayleigh method.
The departure of the profile from the exact circular
shape caa be kept to the same magnitude as for the incom-
pressible flow. The velocities in the narrowest section
of the tu.nilelwall and at the profile edge are discussed
in detail.

In the treatment of the two-dimensional potential
flow of an incompressible fluid past a circular cylinder
placed in a tunnel with straight walls, the.reflection
method is resorted to; the doublet which may “be envisaged
in the cei~ter is reflected at the tunnel walls and the
effects of all the” image points added. The then obtained
solution is exact; the profile washed by the air stream
is, to be sure, no longer an exact circle, but the differ-
ence is ordinarily quite small. This solution for the
incompressible flow is designated as the first approxima-
tion; the flow of fluid past a circular cylinder ~il the
tunilelwith allowance for the compressibility effect,
discussed in the present article, forms the second approxi-
mation. The study is based on a method originally pro-
posed by O. Janzen (reference 1) and soon afterward quoted
by Lord Rayleigh (reference ?)**..
_______________________________________________________

*l’Die symrnetrische Fotentialstr&mung eines Kompressibeln
Gases urn einen ICreiszylinder im Kanal im unter,kritischen
Gebiet.ll Luftfahrtforschung, vol. 17, no. 10, October 2-61
1940, p~. 32%331.

**Potential CP and stream function $ for the circular
cylinder (and the sphere) in the free gas space have been
computed up to the fourth approximation by this method
for the first time by the present writer.
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!lhe somai@tatitms prb?ed from the stream function .
$ with p denoting density, p pressure Y speed, a
corresponding velocity of sound, aid a. the velocity of

sound in the medium, at rest. Sn absence of mass forces
Eulerts..equatio,ns for stationary, parallel flow afford

.....

(1)

With the introduction of the stream function ~ the
equation of continuity div(ptv) = O is satisfied by the
formula ,.,.“..

-’” -

I#_ai& .w=-x p ay

?- (2)
-u” f’&(3A

~Y = p ax J , ~ .
6

where U is the flow velocity pm the density at infin-
ity (undisturbed flow). ~he center line of the tunnel is
the X-axis.’ By reason of the nonvorticity of the entire
motion rotz~ = O whichi after pos’ting (2), gives

: ..
At = grad, ~ grad log p (3)

since ordinarily “ dp = & dp it follows from (1) that

.$ grad ~ +- aa grad log p =’”0

whence, according to (3),
..

,,

A+ i- ~- grad & grad~ =’0 .,..
2s?

.

If the regarded processes are adiabatic we get
.

.,.

(4)

g: = /?# .“l;+f . . (.5) ,.
CP ,

.. . .:. ..’
with K = —

Cv
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3Text we assume with Jsmzen and Ra’~l~igh that quantity
~ can be e~ag,d.ed in.a.series,. which progresses in powers
of ratio ct from flow velocity U to sonic velocity a..
(In this instance ~~= V/a”o is substantially in agreement
with the Mach .n=ber for undisturbed flow M = U/aa.)
The structure of’ eqtiations (4) and (5) is such that only

r

even powers of U oc’uur. Hence we put _

a= U/aO I. .
&“’,., -

w= .2
~~ IWn(er’ “’

n=0
03

x “1‘&/T32”= K = K@-
Il=o

where vn and Kn are’ no longer dependent upon

Replacement of a2 in (4) by (5) followed

..

(6)

U and ao.

by posting
(6), the expansion inpowers of a on both sides in com-
parison of the coefficients of equal powers on both sides
affords

A+. = ()

.n

I

“:”1

,.

A~+.~ = $ (-gra@m grad Kn_m + ( ~l)Kn-m A*m) (7)

m=o .!

from which the Wn can be deduced consecutively. The pre-
diction of Kn from $n by mans of (2) and (5) and the

kadiabatic equation follows~ ~,,, /
,,

(8)

Because of the appearance Of 6ensitY P the solution
of t’he velocities from W is a,little more .nomplicated
than that from cp. But the use of $ merits, because of
the direct relatioilship +ith the profile for~, preference
in many instances. For the second -approximation, that is,
the prediction of - VI o’nly q“uantity KCI is employed,
for which (2), (~)”, and (7’) afford
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LNIo=. o, .,. . .. .
. .

‘O=(:%)2+”GW’I (9)

d

The solutions 90 and W% of (9) should be such
that *=Y at infinity, according to (2), that at finity
the straight lines y = ~1/2H are streamlines (H = tunnel
width) , and lastly that streamline v = O is a circle or
uearly so. As solution $0 the one afforded by the con-
ventional reflection method is taken: namely,

(lo)

Formula (10) qati,sfies equation., AIJJO= O and com-
plies exactly with the first two of the”just quoted bound-
ary conditions. The contour O.=O is, of course, not “an

exact cylinder, but the de~arture is slight as seen from”
the appended table, wherein ro, r~~, and rgo designate

the values of radius vector r with respect to the points
of the profile border incidental to # = 0°, 45°, and 900.

—-—-A. -——-. ____ ,__—

H/2 R’ ro/R

~1

II

r45/ro rgojro ~
—-- -- -—.—— -—_____ —_—-

3 0.9592 0.99868 0.99725

5 I .9842 .99979 .99960

10 I .9959 .99999 .9999?

The last two columns of the table reveal that the
departure of the profile from circular form is practical-
ly insignifi(:ant. (The departure of rA5/ro,. and ~,o/ro
from 1 is proportional to (R/E)~) Even ‘in the extreme case
of the profile spanning one-third ,of the tunnel width
the thickness of the profile is.only o*27 percent less
than the width. “It is to be noted that R is not the
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radius Qf the circle as the second column Indicates-

The solution of the second approximation reads
$=@o+$lae, and the pre.aiction of $1 is predicated
on the formulation of go according to, (9) and (10).

..

+ 4 R41T4 1-—— —. ——.
H4

( T

Is
Cosh 2% - Cos 2=

H

Abbreviating these equations by means of

(11)

(12)

the last equation (9) assumes the form

s=y~+ %$=----
Z3U2 a V2 ,.

, ),

}

d

H ~Q2cosh u + Q~ - 12&Sinh2u. ;
= 5; ‘in v 1.

-—— __ ~osh U
2 N2 2 X3 8 N4 (13)

with N = Cosh U - COS v

-!

Then the solution of (13) is, expressed, in analogy
with (10) in the form

-, P
J L

(u) sin v
. *X = “ z% ~-—-—--- (14)

P=
Np

.
where N has the value given in (13); the” gp ,(u) are
functions of u is .a.suitably chosen wholeonly, and P
number. The advantage of this formula is as follows: It
at once satisfies the boundary conditions at the tunne”l
wall, v = *W for y = +1/2 E according to (12); hence
~$1=0, and V= Oo=+l/2E. It is seen.that formula (12)

.-< ,..

.—-.-. All1
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is in fact practical and that ~ = *0= y for large x.
Entering (14) in (13), “H/2 n and, sin v afford abbrevi-
ations. so that /’

“d d
% @@&-_gp” +2mw+______—_
;[

-’ 2p(p - 1) gPCosh u

I@ tip+1 ‘1
P=

= qaCosh U + q4 - 2q2 Sin’h=U + q6 Cosh U—-————
~-

(15)
2 N= 81T4-

(the derivations with respect to u being indicated by
dashes).

Since v appears then solely in the function N =
Cosh U - COS V, a comparison of the coefficients of equal
powers of N on both sides of (15) gives the consecutive
differential equations for the functions gp , and at the

same time proves the possibility of formula (14~. The
denominator N$ occurs only once in (15)(that is, on the
left side for p = 1}; the correlated numerator must
disappear:

gill = o

As the consideration involves the flow past a profile
symmetrical with both the X and Y axis, $ and hence all
gp in x and also in u must be even functions. Therefore:

-’.

gl = const = co (16a)

The correlated terms of N= give

g= - ga “+2g ~t Sinh u = 1~ q.2Cosh U
,,

or g2fi -g~=” ~ q= Cosh U

g2 = dI Cosh U - ~ q= u Sinh u (16b)

Correspondingly the further functions gp follow at

g~ = C2Cosh2u+Cl+~q4 (16c),.

g4 =C3Cosh3ui-~ D Cosh U :“ (i6d)..

435 =C4Cosh4u+(2C3+ DjCosh2u+~D (16e)

i%6= C5 Cosh 5 U + ‘~

( )
2c-4+~c3+; D Cosh3u

(

5
+ ZC3+ )

Y-D Cosh U (16f)

-1.

k’ .,
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et co” “With D abbkevi~tlng for’ ,...,

7

(16g)

Quantities C ,-C=,. etco, are integration constants.
For all values” p ~ 4.

gp+ln - p2gp+1 = 2 pgpl’S,inhu - 2 p(p - l)gp Cosh U (17)

As already stated WI becomes zero for large value U;
for large u the individual ~ummands of (14) disappear as
e- u the still available integration constants are to be
so ~efined that $0”= o disappears for the points of the
original contour. The exact compliance with this requ~re-
ment affords an infinite series of functions gp; although

it can be restricted to a finite series. For instance,
with the selection of c~=- 3/2 D, CA = - 1/2 C3 - 1/4 D
= l/2D, and C5=0, g= disappears identically, so that,
according to (17) all subsequent functions g, = ge = ● .-
can be put = O. Formula (14) then terminates with a series
ofP= 5 terms with” altogether three arbitrary constants
Co, Cl, Ca, which are so determined that WI exactly dis-
appears for the points of the profile of the first approx-
imation (Y. = O) related to o = 0°, 45°, and 90°. Then
the profile of the second approximation agreee at least
in eight points with that of the first. Exact agreement
in more points can be attained by increasing P.

In the following P = 3 is deemed’ commensurate, the
~ustification of this step being deferred till later.
All the gp mqst disappear identically for p24, which ,
according to (16) merely requires that 3)= O and further
C3=C4 =.*.=0. Substitution of two new constants

co =
4

co q2; c1 =. c1 (1

for Co and Cl, affords

)[’
Ciz!=“-

{
c1 + ~“q4-

8 ~ q=

(18a)

(lab)
,,..

from D = O according to ‘(16g”),with which values formula
(14] gives, if the functions gp are taken from (16):

,,

1. . . . . . .. . . .—
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[

clq$ Cosh u - ~,’qau Sink u
VI ==-~sinv “:Q~:+ ‘

. .....—.-—--.-.. -..-. -. —-----
2n

.(

\ “T “’-”’”- “ “~_”q:2co~h ~ uC1 + ~)q4 (1 - Cosh a u) -

8/ 96
-i-

1

-.-----. --A-—----—--------.-.----—-4-- . ‘ (19)

N3
,.,

iZeXt ,‘‘C are ‘so “Qefined that the s“quare
bracket s in t19~n~xa~?ly disappear for the points of the
profile edge (V. = O) “relcited to a = 0°, and a = 90°.

~~For smaller values series expansions. mignt be used to
define u and v f~r these points according to (10) and
then CO and c1 according, to (19)., .

The elementary calculation gives .:

In equations (19) and (20) $1”’ is given.” While Co

and c1 have been” so defined that ~1 becomes exactly
zero for only four points of the original ~rofile boundary,
actually t,he thus. obtained $1 disappears identical ly, as
is ree.dily proved, for all points of tie original profile
boundary up to the t erms ~lith q4 inclusive. The -profile
$O+w, a?=o is therefore to be regarded v’itllthe same
accuracy a.s the circle at. the profile $.= O , which proves
the validity of the choice of p&3e

Allowing the tunnel to become vider and wideri that
is, let q approach O , w~ assumes the value

‘$l =
R2 sina~-~+~~+

)

1 R4
--7----( 12 2 += 12,4

-- --

(21)

known from the theory of free flow of fluid past a circu-
lar cylinder.

L7 II
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The velocity is defined according to (2).- Since &
.-... .. .r.ela$R:s._t.O,.._.g.=. .~-,.equa”t..i.o.n.s...6.)a.@..(~) ~ res~.ricted to
,“. $quantities of the order of u , Afford

..
. . “g_, ,=,,

1 + $ (Ko,
,,

P :., -l)a8+ y.*.
,. .. .

hence (with the same degree of accuracy)
n

‘x a*.

[

a*. Ko”- 1
, ~=

5T+. 57=-:

:z=.?%~
[

73*0 K. - 1
u

--+ —--—
ax ax

+
2 ,,

(22)

JDisregarding,” at this instance, the general expres-
sion (22) in favor of the narrowest cross section,

thatis, the points x = O or u = O, (9) and (19) give

(Wy)=o = o 1
():~ =l+.!f-.+ r ~l_ ,,,
u 2N0, 1(. 6 )

:~ qa + & q4 2N—

1

$
r–o 0’

(“ ‘)

(23)
+ -a=!L: +-q*

1
q4 + __sL a2

4 12 i2T Zf~- 96~03 ““*

with No=l-cOsv=2sin2” X
.. ~

Two principal cases are considered.

First , the maximum velocity at the tunnel wall
(w~) swhere y = 1/2 H, hence v = m, N,. = 2; therefore

‘.’W 1--
: ‘l+z’q [“ 12“+j!&!12+1$q4...a2.e* (24a)

. . . secorid, the maximum speed at the”profil”e edge
(wp) ; for

which (10) gives at ~ = 900

or

:.=2 +lq2+”l

[

..

u z r~q4... + 1‘~+$$q2+~&-q4..mas...
.. . ...

(2?4b)

1 ——
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In the event that the tunnel is “wide enough -the terms
‘with q4. can be disregarded relative ~o.those with q~l
and R must then be put equal to the radius of the circle;
likewise one may p~t d = M the Mach number M = u/~ in
undisturbed flow .wi%hovt intrOdUCinggreat error.

Because (5) affords

and the validity o~ the entire consideration holds only
to about a = 0.4 since otherwise the maximum speed at
the profile edge already reaches the value of the local
velocity of. sound. Hence (24a) and (24b) may be expressed
in the form .

. .

‘%=x ( )( )21TR “+ll+g_M~-~
u 4

( )(
1

(25)
:~ = 2 1+ la~ M2

)( )
+~1+%1’ ~~’

u 6. 12 H

M = O furnishes the conditions in an incompressible
fluid. The value 2 for the ratio Wp/u is supplemented
by a value depending upon the width of the tunnel. As a
consequence of the compressibility, the value 2 and the
supplementary value is raised in second approximation.
The esseiltial factor now is that the percentage increase
in the additional atiount is substantially greater than

~!!.M’ insteadthe rise of the basic amount 2, whit’b iS ~z

2of ~- ‘M ,
3,2

or more than six times as highti. .

The IIcorrection of the flow velocity N AU at the tun-
nel wall is given by (26a):

{Au)K

( )( )

~+uM2 _a2TrR

u =: ,6 H
(26a)

The value of A U at the profile is, according to (25): ~

.:
..

. . . . .. .. .-

[
= 2(’U+ATj): 1 +

‘P -
&( M+ AM)2 1

Wp..” .to be taken from (25) .
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Then

and consequently:

(Au)P 1

(AU)== ~

(26b)

(27)

This means that no compressibility effect is perceptible
in the ratio of the two AU in the employed approximation.

Translation by J. Vanier,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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